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Abstract. Fluorescence imaging for detection of non-muscle-invasive
bladder cancer is based on the selective production and accumulation
of fluorescing porphyrins—mainly, protoporphyrin IX—in cancerous
tissues after the instillation of Hexvix®. Although the sensitivity of this
procedure is very good, its specificity is somewhat limited due to
fluorescence false-positive sites. Consequently, magnification cystos-
copy has been investigated in order to discriminate false from true
fluorescence positive findings. Both white-light and fluorescence
modes are possible with the magnification cystoscope, allowing
observation of the bladder wall with magnification ranging between
30� for standard observation and 650�. The optical zooming setup
allows adjusting the magnification continuously in situ. In the high-
magnification �HM� regime, the smallest diameter of the field of view
is 600 microns and the resolution is 2.5 microns when in contact
with the bladder wall. With this cystoscope, we characterized the
superficial vascularization of the fluorescing sites in order to discrimi-
nate cancerous from noncancerous tissues. This procedure allowed us
to establish a classification based on observed vascular patterns.
Seventy-two patients subject to Hexvix® fluorescence cystoscopy
were included in the study. Comparison of HM cystoscopy classifica-
tion with histopathology results confirmed 32/33 �97%� cancerous
biopsies and rejected 17/20 �85%� noncancerous lesions. © 2010 Soci-
ety of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.3484257�

Keywords: nonmuscle invasive bladder cancer; fluorescence cystoscopy; high
magnification; vessel patterns; vasculogenesis; angiogenesis.
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Introduction
ladder cancer is the fourth most common cancer among men
nd the eighth most common malignancy in women in the
estern world.1 Urothelial cell carcinoma comprises 90% to

5% of all bladder cancers, with about 70% found initially as
on-muscle-invasive bladder cancer and the remainder as in-
asive cancer.2 Flat lesions, such as high-grade dysplasia or
arcinoma in situ, are associated with a high risk of invasive
rogression, and an even higher recurrence rate �50 to 85%�.3

herefore, there is a need for a reliable early detection
ethod.
Over the past decades, white-light �WL� cystoscopy was

stablished as the standard diagnostic procedure to detect
arly bladder cancer. However, WL may lead to missing le-
ions that are difficult or impossible to visualize.4 To over-
ome this limitation, fluorescence cystoscopy based on ami-
olevulinic acid �5-ALA� and its derivatives has now been
ell established. The fluorescence cystoscopy is performed
sing blue-violet light that excites the red fluorescence of the

ddress all correspondence to: Georges Wagnières, Ecole Polytechnique
édérale Lausanne �EPFL�, ISIC-GE, Station 6, CH-1015, Lausanne, Switzerland.
el: 41-216-933-120; Fax: 41-216-935-110; E-mail: georges.wagnieres@epfl.ch
ournal of Biomedical Optics 051606-
porphyrins, mainly protoporphyrin IX �PpIX�.5,6 In the bio-
synthesis of heme, endogenous 5-ALA is a natural precursor
of the fluorescing PpIX.7 The subsequent conversion of PpIX
into heme is relatively slow. The application of exogenous
ALA-derivatives, including Hexvix®, can thus lead to accu-
mulation of significant concentrations of fluorescing porphy-
rins. The latter are selectively produced and accumulated in
these early lesions upon the instillation of the bladder with a
solution of Hexvix® over about one hour.8,9 With this method,
the sensitivity of cystoscopy for flat lesions that are over-
looked in white light is improved to nearly 100%.8–10 Thus,
fluorescence cystoscopy will reveal areas in the bladder that
are suspicious for flat lesions �dysplasia, pTis� or small pap-
illary tumors �pTa, pT1� that can not always easily be seen
with WL cystoscopy.11,12 Furthermore, it has been shown that
fluorescence cystoscopy reduces the tumor recurrence rate,
probably due to a more complete resection.13–16

Fluorescence cystoscopy has a high sensitivity but still
yields a relatively high percentage of fluorescence false-
positive lesions—typically, 39%.11,12 Histopathological diag-
nosis of the false-positives showed that false fluorescence

1083-3668/2010/15�5�/051606/8/$25.00 © 2010 SPIE
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ostly occurred in tissues with a high cell turnover such as
etaplasia, hyperplasia, and chronic inflammation.9

In 2005, the European Association of Urology �EAU� ap-
roved fluorescence cystoscopy as the standard method for
he detection of non-muscle-invasive bladder cancer.17 The
DA granted approval for the HAL-based fluorescence pho-

odetection in May 2010. There is clear evidence that the
eatures of angiogenesis �such as microvessel density� and
xpression of angiogenic factors are related to adverse out-
omes in bladder cancer.18 Reiher et al. confirmed the strong
ssociation of microvessel density with the well-established
rognostic factors of grade and stage in non-muscle-invasive
ladder cancer.19

It is likely that developing new imaging capabilities for
ascular imaging will also facilitate discriminating mucosal
hanges in the bladder. Vascular patterns, like tortuous vessels
nd vessel loops, are used to identify neoplasia in several
rgans, including the bronchi and the upper and lower gas-
rointestinal tract.20–23 In bronchoscopic studies, Shibuya et al.
tate that conventional white-light bronchoscopes observe
nly increased redness and local swelling, whereas high-
agnification bronchoscopes enable the vascular network to

e visualized in the bronchial mucosa.22,23 Morphological fea-
ures such as vessel growth and complex networks of tortuous
essels help these authors to identify this cancerization
rocess.23 Indeed, they were able to distinguish between in-
ammatory tissue and neoplastic lesion in the bronchi by ob-
erving the complex neovascular structure and tortuosity. Dif-
erent groups showed that a zooming observation allows us to
bserve changes in the intrapapillary capillary loops in the
sophagus, including dilatation, weaving, changes in caliber,
nd differences in shape.21,24 They also observed that the tu-
or vessels were rearranged at the surface of the tumor. Simi-

arly, East et al. defined the vascular pattern intensity, which is
irectly related to the microvessel density, in combination
ith the Kudo pit pattern classification, to assess the malig-
ancy of small colonic polyps.20

With the development of high-magnification �HM� cystos-
opy presented in this manuscript, it is possible to visualize
lterations of the vascular organization at the surface of the
ladder mucosa. Due to its optical zoom, our cystoscope al-
ows us to adjust the magnification continuously between the
ow- and high-magnification regimes by turning a knob and
hanging the distance between the cystoscope tip and the mu-
osa. As compared to cellular imaging systems, the operator is
ble to first localize the area of interest with the help of fluo-
escence cystoscopy, and then to zoom in, to characterize the
uperficial vascularization, using a single device. Therefore,
M examination fits easily into the clinical routine, as it does
ot require much extra time and instrumentation.

The present study evaluates this vascular imaging technol-
gy on patients who were subject to routine fluorescence cys-
oscopy. To our knowledge, this is the first time that vascular-
zation patterns are used as a discrimination criterion on
uorescence positive spots in the bladder. A flexible videocys-

oscope will be designed based on the results of this study in
rder to allow an observation of the whole bladder in both
ow- and high-magnification regimes.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 051606-
2 Materials and Methods
2.1 High-Magnification Setup
The bladder was first inspected with a conventional fluores-
cence cystoscope to localize the fluorescence positive sites
under blue-violet light. The accessible fluorescing sites were
then observed with the rigid magnification cystoscope �Lu-
mina Microview 25 deg, Richard Wolf GmbH, Germany�.
This cystoscope �see Fig. 1� was first operated in a low-
magnification regime to identify the fluorescence positive le-
sions in fluorescence mode, and then in an HM regime to
characterize the vascularization under white-light reflectance
mode. This approach is quite convenient, since it enables us to
observe the bladder wall with magnification ranging continu-
ously between 30� and 650� under fluorescence or white-
light observation, without changing the cystoscope.

The HM cystoscope has an external diameter of 4 mm and
is equipped with a knob allowing alteration of the magnifica-
tion in situ. This continuous range is achieved by simulta-
neously adjusting the device’s focal length and the
cystoscope–tissue distance. The magnification is defined here
as the ratio between the sizes of the object on the image
displayed on a 19-in monitor and the corresponding real ob-
ject, given that our conventional cystoscope yields a 30�
magnification. The present device is able to resolve patterns
down to element 5 of group 7 on the USAF target 1951 �line
width: 2.5 �m, corresponding to 200 lp /mm; picture not
shown�.

2.2 Endoscopic Image Classification
The whole procedure was recorded on a DV recorder �DV-
CAM DSR 20MDP, Sony Corporation, Tokyo, Japan� and
digitized using the IEEE1394 connection between the DV re-
corder and a portable PC. In an explorative preliminary study
�data not shown�, individual frames were extracted from the
video sequences, and image classification was performed off-
line based on visual quantification of the vessel patterns. Im-
ages were classified in five categories: �A� linear—i.e.,
normal—vascularization; �B� edema and/or vessel thickening;
�C� tortuous vessels and/or vessel loops; �D� dense mesh
and/or disorganized network; and �E� no vascularization visu-
alized while probing the lesion. In the latter, the images were
excluded from the statistics. Typical HM images on flat fluo-
rescence positive sites are shown in Fig. 2 according to the
classification.

Fig. 1 Magnification can be adjusted with a knob on the optical de-
vice �range 30 to 650��.
September/October 2010 � Vol. 15�5�2
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In the study presented here, the vascularization patterns
ere classified intraoperatively based on these categories �A

o E�. DV recording was used only for documentation pur-
oses.

.3 Patient Population
eventy-eight patients �54 men, 24 women; mean age 67;
ange 18 to 85� with suspected or verified bladder cancer �by
eans of positive urinary cytology, prior cystoscopy, or a

istory of urothelial cancer� were enrolled between September
007 and August 2009. They underwent fluorescence cystos-
opy with Hexvix® at the CHUV University Hospital �Lau-
anne, Switzerland�, under loco-regional or general anesthe-
ia. Patients were informed about the benefits and risks of the
uorescence procedure, and the study was acknowledged by

he local ethics committee.

ig. 2 High-magnification endoscopic images acquired under white
alignant: �C1� tortuous vessels, �C2� vessel loops, �D1� dense mesh

Fig. 3 Fluoresce
ournal of Biomedical Optics 051606-
2.4 Endoscopic Procedure
Hexvix® �GE Healthcare, Chalfont St. Giles, U.K.� was pre-
pared by reconstitution of 100 mg of hexaminolevulinate
�HAL� hydrochloride powder, equivalent to 85 mg of HAL, in
50 ml phosphate buffered saline �PBS�. Following hospital-
ization, patients received an intravesical instillation of 50 ml
�8 mM� solution of Hexvix® through a standard catheter for
about one hour. After emptying of the bladder, inspection and
mapping of all lesions and suspicious areas was done by an
urologist with experience in this method.

2.5 Imaging System
The endoscopic fluorescence imaging system basically con-
sists of a filtered light source and a filtered endoscopic cam-
era, as shown schematically in Fig. 3. Fluorescence cystos-
copy was performed using a commercial system �Richard

onmalignant: �A� normal vessels, �B� edema and vessel thickening.
disorganized network.

stoscopy setup.
light. N
, �D2�
nce cy
September/October 2010 � Vol. 15�5�3
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olf GmbH, Knittlingen, Germany�, which allowed bladder
all inspection with both white-light reflectance and blue-
iolet light excited fluorescence. The endoscopic light source
s based on an IR filtered 300-W Xenon lamp �Richard Wolf
mbH� equipped with a flip-flop filter holder containing a

ight-attenuation grid for conventional white-light illumina-
ion and a blue-violet interference filter �390 to 440 nm� to
xcite the fluorescence of the porphyrins—mainly, PpIX. The
amera collects the red fluorescence and the tissue autofluo-
escence through a long-pass filter �cut-on wavelength
50 nm�. A foot switch allows rapid changing between white-
ight illumination and blue-violet fluorescence excitation. The
ource light is delivered to the cystoscope optics by a liquid
ight guide.

.6 Histopathological Analysis
ach fluorescing positive site was cold-biopsied and/or re-
ected. Tissue samples were fixed in formalin and examined
y an experienced pathologist who was blinded to the high-
agnification description of the vascularization. Urothelial

arcinomas were graded according to the World Health Orga-

Table 1�a� Histopathological analysis of all fluo

N

HAL+ With inflammation

Dysplasia 18 7 1

pTa �G1–G3� 43 3

pT1 �G1–G2� 12 0

pT2 4 0

pTis 34 7

Nonmalignant 68 41

Total 179 58

Table 1�b� Histopathological analysis of the ma
�n=111�.

No.

HAL+ With inflammation

Dysplasia 15 5 5

pTa �G1–G3� 10 1

pT1 �G1–G2� 4 0

pT2 0 0

pTis 29 6

No tumor 53 29 5

Total 111 41
ournal of Biomedical Optics 051606-
nization �WHO� 1973 classification25 and to the WHO/
International Society of Urological Pathology �ISUP� 1998
consensus.26 Fluorescence positive biopsies were then
grouped into two classes: nonmalignant �normal, metaplasia,
hyperplasia, and chronical inflammation� and malignant �dys-
plasia, pTa, pT1, p, and pTis�.

3 Results
3.1 Histopathology
A total of 179 biopsies taken on fluorescence positive
�HAL�� spots were biopsied. They were macroscopically
classified as being 111 flat, 51 exophytic, and 17 scar tissues.
In this study, we retained the macroscopic description, i.e., flat
versus exophytic, given by the operator intraoperatively, even
if it differs from the pathological description. Ten pTa and 4
pT1 appeared flat, whereas 3 pTis and 1 dysplasia appeared
exophytic.

The regions of interest that initially tested as fluorescence
positive �HAL�� or white-light positive �WL�� but upon
pathological analysis were described as noncancerous biop-

ce positive �HAL+� lesions �n=179�.

cted on HAL+ sites

WL+ With inflammation

L/TP 8 5 72 WL/TP

33 1

11 0

4 0

15 4

L/FP 27 17 27 WL/FP

99 27

pically flat fluorescence positive �HAL+� lesions

d on flat HAL+ sites

WL+ With inflammation

/TP 5 3 23 WL/TP

5 0

3 0

0 0

10 3

/FP 16 8 16 WL/FP

39 14
rescen

o. dete

11 HA

68 HA
crosco

detecte

8 HAL

3 HAL
September/October 2010 � Vol. 15�5�4
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ies were characterized as false-positives �HAL/FP and WL/
P, respectively�. Similarly, HAL� and WL� regions of

nterest that demonstrated cancerous biopsies were charac-
erized as true-positives �HAL/TP and EL/TP, respectively�.

Table 1�a� shows the histopathological analysis of the 179
AL� biopsies, detected by Hexvix® and WL cystoscopy,

espectively. The additional columns list how many biopsies
ontained inflammatory tissue. Table 1�b� shows the same
ata for flat lesions only.

We can observe that fluorescence cystoscopy is much more
ensitive to early lesions than WL cystoscopy �see Table 1�a��,
ven in this case of a very experienced WL endoscopist. In-
eed, 39 additional lesions were discovered with the help of
exvix® cystoscopy. Table 1�a� shows that inflammation is
resent in 41/68 �61%� of the HAL/FP, whereas this is the
ase in only 17/111 �15%� of the HAL/TP. Table 1�b� shows
hat the same observation is valid for flat lesions; inflamma-
ory tissue is present in 29/53 �55%� of the HAL/FP, whereas
his is the case in only 12/58 �21%� of the HAL/TP. Thirty-
ve additional flat lesions were discovered with the help of
exvix® cystoscopy. It is interesting to note that no inflam-
atory tissue was found in the pT1 and p cancers.

.2 High-Magnification Descriptive Analysis
mong the 179 biopsies, 58 HAL� sites from which 45 flat

esions were observed with high magnification in order to try
o decrease the number of FP, and thus the number of biopsies
aken. The HM clinically observed blood vessels were classi-

Table 2�a� visual classification of all the fluo
magnification: 36 true-positive �HAL/TP� and 22

HM descriptive analysis

Nonmalignant �A� Linear vascularization

�B� Edema and vessel thickeni

Malignant �C� Tortuous vessels/vessel loo

�D� Dense mesh/disorganized

Total

Discarded �E� No visualized vascularizat

Table 2�b� visual classification of the macrosc
served with high magnification: 24 true-positive

HM descriptive analysis of the flat lesions

Nonmalignant �A� Linear vascularization

�B� Edema and vessel thickeni

Malignant �C� Tortuous vessels/vessel loo

�D� Dense mesh/disorganized

Total

Discarded �E� No visualized vascularizat
ournal of Biomedical Optics 051606-
fied into four categories: �A� normal or linear vascularization;
�B� edema and vessel thickening; �C� tortuous vessels/vessel
loops; �D� dense mesh/disorganized network. Biopsies that
were classified as cancerous and could be attributed with ei-
ther HM classifications A and B are referred to as HM false-
negative �HM/FN�, while HM classifications C and D are re-
ferred to as HM true-positive �HM/TP�. Conversely, biopsies
that were classified as noncancerous and could be attributed
with either HM classification A and B are referred to as HM
true-negative �HM/TN�, while HM classifications C and D are
referred to as HM false-positive �HM/FP�.

Table 2�a� summarizes the results of the classification
analysis of the 58 HAL� lesions observed with HM: 36 true-
positive �HAL/TP� and 22 false-positive �HAL/FP�. With the
help of HM cystoscopy, 32/33 �97%� HAL/TP lesions with
clinical in situ visualized vascularization could be confirmed,
and 17 /20 �85%� HAL/FP lesions with a visible vasculariza-
tion could be rejected. The cancerous lesion that was not con-
firmed by our HM method �HAL/TP-HM/FN� was infiltrated
by a sarcomatoid carcinoma. Conversely, the three lesions
with vascular irregularities that were described as noncancer-
ous by the histopathologist �HAL/FP-HM/FP� had the follow-
ing histology: granulomatous inflammation, von Brunn nests
that mimic urothelial carcinoma, and lymphoid infiltration,
respectively.

Table 2�b� summarizes the results of the visual classifica-
tion of the 45 flat HAL� lesions observed with high magni-
fication: 24 true-positive �HAL/TP� and 21 false-positive

ce positive lesions �n=58� observed with high
ositive �HAL/FP�.

36 HAL/TP 22 HAL/FP

0 1 HM/FN 15 17 HM/TN

1 2

22 32 HM/TP 2 3 HM/FP

rk 10 1

33 20

3 2

y flat fluorescence positive lesions �n=45� ob-
P� and 21 false-positive �HAL/FP�.

24 HAL/TP 21 HAL/FP

0 0 HM/FN 15 17 HM/TN

0 2

12 22 HM/TP 2 2 HM/FP

rk 10 0

22 19

2 2
rescen
false-p

ng

ps

netwo

ion
opicall
�HAL/T

ng

ps

netwo

ion
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HAL/FP�. With the help of HM cystoscopy, 22 /22 �100%�
AL/TP flat lesions with visualized vascularization could be

onfirmed, and 17/19 �89.5%� HAL/FP lesions with a visible
ascularization could be rejected.

Discussion
ver the last years, fluorescence cystoscopy has been estab-

ished as the standard method for early bladder cancer detec-
ion in the European Union.14,27 Fluorescence cystoscopy is
articularly useful at improving the detection of flat lesions,
uch as pTis and pTa.9 However, this technique has been re-
ated to a relatively high number of false-positive sites. Areas
ith a higher cellular turnover like metaplasia, hyperplasia,

nd residual inflammation also accumulate PpIX and, in that
ense, fluoresce similarly to malignant tissue.14 Grimbergen et
l. showed that several factors, including drug uptake and
nzymatic activity, have been known to influence the produc-
ion and conversion or depletion of PPIX after exogenous
pplication of the ALA or ALA-esters.28 Jichinski et al. specu-
ated that false-positives can arise, in certain specific cases,
rom oblique illumination of the mucosa if the distal end of
he endoscope is too close to the bladder wall.29 Indeed, when
he tissue is illuminated tangentially, it may produce a high
evel of fluorescence on the normal mucosa, particularly at the
ladder neck and the trigone.30 Additionally, bladder mucosa
xposed to intravesical therapy in the weeks prior to fluores-
ence cystoscopy could also exhibit a higher rate of false-
ositive lesions.28,31 Draga et al. also showed that the false-
ositive rate decreases during the first 12 weeks after the
atest resection.32

In this study, we aimed to differentiate vascular patterns
etween nonmalignant, false-positive and malignant, true-
ositive changes in the bladder. Several groups have previ-
usly developed systems able to acquire images at the cellular
evel in the gastrointestinal tract,33 even in the bladder,34 but it
ppears that this approach has several limitations, particularly
he microscopic field of view and the need for additional con-
rast dyes.34 Scanning of the whole organ is thus not realistic
n a clinical environment. Therefore, we have focused our
esearch on the characterization of vascular patterns on suspi-
ious sites already localized by Hexvix® fluorescence cystos-
opy. In this configuration, a fluorescent site can easily be
haracterized with high magnification by turning the knob,
djusting the distance, and switching to the appropriate illu-
ination light. This approach is very convenient since it al-

ows visualization of the bladder using fluorescence and white
ight, both in the low- and the high-magnification regime,
ithout changing the cystoscope.

Bladder cancer is often multifocal in nature. In this study,
ue the bladder ovoid geometry, this rigid cystoscope proto-
ype with small viewing angle �25 deg� does not allow instru-

ental access to all parts of the bladder. In particular, the
nterior wall and dome could not be imaged easily. Thus, in
he statistics, the number of sites that are observed with the
M cystoscope is much smaller that the total number of fluo-

escence positive sites observed. We reviewed both flat and
apillary fluorescence positive sites. In each papillary tumor,
e have observed the so-called intrapapillary loops, where the

apillaries appear like small rings of about 50 �m in diameter
lose to the surface. The shape of the vessels was in good
ournal of Biomedical Optics 051606-
agreement with those observed in other organs.22

All cystoscopy results can be more or less affected by the
urologist learning curve. In particular, the rejection of false-
positives highly depends on the physician’s experience. The
nonperfect specificity of the well-established drug Hexvix®

has also been observed in larger HAL phase III studies.11,12

Our false-positive rate 68/178 �38%� is in fact in good agree-
ment to what has been obtained in the latter �39%�. In the
present study, HAL cystoscopy detects 57% �107/68� more
non-muscle-invasive lesions, including dysplasia, pTa, pT1,
and pTis. Although there is an increase in the number of false-
positive lesions, this clearly indicates a major advantage of
HAL cystoscopy versus conventional WL cystoscopy, because
it will allow a more complete resection.16

The three HM/FPs �see Table 2�a� and 2�b�� that are not
cancerous lesions are tissues of identified types that may also
induce modulation of the superficial vascularization that pre-
sumably supports cellular changes at the surface of the
urothelium.35 Conversely, no vascular alteration could be ob-
served with our setup on the HM-FN lesion, even if it was
protruding out of the bladder wall, probably because this pa-
thology was not originated in the bladder mucosa.

Our results were based on the urologist-subjective appre-
ciation, whereas an image analysis method for quantifying
blood vessels could be helpful to aim at greater objectivity.
Experiments on small blood vessels in the chorioallantoic
membrane �CAM� model have led to the development of a
multistep mathematical procedure to obtain a skeleton repre-
sentation of the vessels and capillaries.36 Similarly, software
analysis of retinal vasculature images highlighted the poten-
tial of defining site-based parameters, such as local vessel
diameter, fractal dimension, and tortuosity.37 We are currently
working at the integration of these quantification algorithms
in our procedure. This may be of interest to assess the status
of sites appearing positive during fluorescence cystoscopy.
The next generation of prototypes with a better image quality
may help algorithms to run with fewer artifacts.

Tables 2�a� and 2�b� illustrate that HM image acquisition
may be impaired by missing some vascular patterns while
looking at the fluorescence positive sites �5 for all lesions,
4 for flat lesions�. Recent studies have targeted the hemoglo-
bin absorption peaks using the narrow-band imaging
technology.38 At present, we are investigating the potential use
of selected excitation wavelengths �data not shown� to im-
prove the contrast between the vessels and the surrounding
mucosa. This may help to point out the optimal vessels �depth
and size� to discriminate FP from TP fluorescence positive
sites. Furthermore, an increase in the cystoscope contact pres-
sure may lead to a decrease in the superficial blood flow, and
thus a decrease in reflectance light absorption, and hence the
vessels close to the surface may disappear from the field of
view. A spacer may be added to the cystoscope in the future to
avoid this effect.

The observations made on exophytic lesions reveal a dis-
tinct pattern of vascularization, with loops sprouting along the
papillary. In conjunction with a histochemical analysis of the
biopsies, this approach may serve as a visual method for stag-
ing and grading of the exophytic bladder carcinomas.

The rigid cystoscope used in the present study prevents the
visualization of the proximal part of the bladder wall and has
evident drawbacks regarding bladder accessibility. However,
September/October 2010 � Vol. 15�5�6
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his cystoscope prototype helped us to demonstrate the proof-
f-principle of this vessel characterization technique to iden-
ify false-positive lesions. This HM cystoscope approach can
lso be used for the characterization of sites suspicious under
hite light, or detected by other diagnostic techniques, includ-

ng hypericin fluorescence cystoscopy.39

In summary, we claim that this “detect-and-characterize”
rocedure based on a high-magnification cystoscope is very
onvenient since no change of endoscope is required to switch
etween the fluorescence detection and tissue vascular char-
cterization modes. Therefore, with a rejection rate �97%� of
P lesions, HM is likely to be a noninvasive, simple, and
onvenient approach to reduce the number of biopsies and
mprove patient management.
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